Press release

A thoroughly enduring experience.
With this new endurance saddle, Jean-Michel Devoucoux, the Basque saddle maker,
is allowing riders to go all the way to the end of the race freely. Thanks to its new
exclusive Dynamick® saddle tree, your horse’s back, forequarters and hindquarters
are completely respected. The combination of four innovative materials, vegetabletanned leather, neoprene foam, carbon ﬁbre and ﬁbre glass, provide a precise and
comfortable solution to the challenges created by sweat and friction.
With the Korrika Lab saddle and its accessories, the horse and rider combination
can focus on the distance, Devoucoux will take care of the rest.

Technical Characteristics
Saddle tree: its Dynamick® saddle tree boasts an anatomical seat cut in 2 parts.

This opening of the seat provides freedom of movement for the horse’s back and relays information about this
mobility to the rider. It also leaves the horse’s back unencumbered.
Panels: the unique shape and structure of the panels increase the bearing surface and decrease the average pressure
on the horse’s back. The design and the materials used allow the contact between the saddle and the horse to be
optimised and improve the saddle’s stability over long periods of time.
Flaps: a streamlined design, whose slim ﬂaps provide closer contact with the horse and bring maximum lightness to the
saddle.
The combination of 4 innovative materials: vegetable-tanned leather, neoprene foam, carbon ﬁbre and ﬁbre glass, provide
a precise and comfortable solution to the challenges created by sweat and friction, while bringing lightness and suppleness to
the saddle.

Weighing 3,3kg
It meets the discipline’s
requirements as a light and
functional saddle

Dynamick®
Saddle tree

Mixed saddle
(gallop and uphill)

Available in calfskin or nubuck. Colours: Havana brown or Black, colour customisation option.
Size: S1, S2 or S3 / made-to-measure. Price: from €3,950 including tax

3 accessories for optimal use
Comfortable
stirrup leathers:
slim, lightweight
design holds the
leg ﬁrmly in place

Neoprene rug designed to allow weight to be added
when you need it: even distribution of weight
while leaving your horse’s back unencumbered.

Neoprene lower elastic girth allowing your
horse to breathe more easily, offset buckle for
greater saddle stability.
Easy upkeep.
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The Korrika Lab saddle and its accessories have
been entirely made by our artisan saddle makers
at our workshop in Bidart, France. Devoucoux
saddle makers take particular care when choosing
their leathers whose vegetable tannins (chestnut,
mimosa and quebracho) fully comply to the
brand’s values.

